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ABSTRACT: Precipitation frequency analyses are typically performed for regions or groups of
neighboring gauges that represent similar topographic and climatic characteristics. For past
precipitation frequency analyses, regions are defined using observed datasets. However, for
frequency analysis of projected precipitation, climate change can influence the grouping of sites,
such as homogeneous regions of extreme precipitation. Therefore, this study investigates the
effect of region definition in the regional frequency analysis (RFA) of extreme precipitation in
climate change scenarios. Specifically, we use a statistically downscaled climate modeling-based
dataset for Chicago, Illinois, USA and 8 climate change cases (4 models with 2 future climate scenarios). The cases were developed using the asynchronous regional regression model, which
focuses on accurately resolving the tails of the probability distributions of precipitation data. For
the 40 stations around Chicago, the clustering of precipitation stations varies. The precipitation
characteristics, such as the averages of the monthly maximum and annual precipitation and the
L-moments of the annual maximum daily precipitation, vary significantly over different time periods and regional clusters. Furthermore, the number of stations that exhibit heterogeneity in terms
of their clusters is lower when changes in the clustering of the climate regions are considered than
when these changes are ignored. The results of this work illustrate the need to consider changes
in the regional clustering of precipitation stations in RFA, which is particularly useful for designing water-related infrastructure in response to climate change.
KEY WORDS: Climate change · Regional clustering · Extreme precipitation · Regional frequency
analysis
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The impacts of and adaptation to climate change in
sectors such as water resource management and
agricultural practices occur at regional or local
scales, whereas climate change occurs over the
entire globe. Therefore, downscaling techniques are
often used to transform global climate model (GCM)based precipitation and temperature data to impactrelevant spatial and temporal scales. Several different dynamic or statistical downscaling approaches
have been developed to downscale monthly GCM-

based precipitation and temperature data on grids
with resolution of 1° or coarser into daily data at the
local scale or grids with higher spatial resolution. The
resulting downscaled data can be used to determine
the potential magnitude and frequency of climate
extremes. It is critical to understand the characteristics of precipitation extremes for designing various
hydraulic structures such as dams and bridges and
for adapting to climate change.
Site observations of variables such as annual maximum precipitation are frequently utilized to perform
frequency analysis at a site; however, accurate quan-
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tile estimates are often limited due to a scarcity of
future scenarios are varied; this finding illustrates the
data. To overcome this problem, regional frequency
need for caution when designing water-related infraanalysis (RFA), which is based on polling precipitastructure based on RFA without considering changes
tion information from several stations, has been used.
in the clustering.
RFA utilizes data from other sites to estimate the
quantiles and compensates for the temporal limits of
precipitation records at a site with spatial random2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
ness by using data from other sites in a homogeneous
region (Schaefer 1990). If neighboring stations are
2.1. Study area
correlated, the spatial correlation has to be explicitly
taken into account (e.g. Maraun et al. 2010). In genOur study focuses on the Chicago (Illinois, USA)
eral, RFA yields relatively more accurate estimates at
area, which is composed of both rural regions and
a site than does frequency analysis (Cunnane 1989)
highly urbanized cities (Fig. 1). The 40 stations
and may be advantageous in estimating extreme
(Table 1) used in this study are based on the Precipitaquantiles (Cunnane 1989, Hosking &Wallis 1997).
tion-Frequency Atlas of the United States, published
The traditional stationarity assumption of RFA has
by NOAA (Bonnin et al. 2006). In the atlas, regions
been challenged when RFA has been applied to cliwere subjectively delineated into 3 regions based on
mate change. As a result, non-stationarity RFA has
climate, season(s) of highest precipitation, type of prebeen proposed, but few studies of non-stationarity
cipitation (e.g. general storm, convective storm, tropiRFA have been conducted to date. In conducting
cal storm or hurricane, or a combination), topography
RFA of climate change scenarios, the grouping of
and the homogeneity of these characteristics within a
sites or regions could vary among different periods.
given geographic area. As shown in Fig. 1, 21 stations
Several recent studies have assumed that the reare grouped into region 53, 6 stations into region 54
gional clustering remains the same (e.g. Santos et al.
and 13 stations into region 55. Although this grouping
2011, Gabriele & Chiaravalloti 2013, Basu & Srinvas
of stations is arbitrary in the atlas, the present study
2015), although others, such as Cunderlik & Burn
uses the fuzzy c-mean clustering method for the cli(2003) and Leclerc & Ouarda (2007), do not.
mate change scenario data, maintaining the total
In this study, we investigate the influence of region
number of regions at 3. Given the widely variable
definition in the RFA of extreme
precipitation in climate change scenarios. Assuming that the regional
grouping of sites that is used for the
frequency analysis of extreme precipitation under climate change might
change, we evaluate the sensitivity of
the region definitions of the climate
change scenarios downscaled for
sites. Specifically, we use the statistically downscaled at-site data in the
Chicago region and the asynchronous
regional regression model (ARRM)
(Stoner et al. 2013); we consider this
downscaled dataset as a pilot case
before evaluating the generalizability
of our results in future studies. We use
the fuzzy c-means clustering method
to regionally group stations and preliminarily analyze the RFA results,
such as the L-moments and heterogeneity measures. Our results demonstrate that the regional grouping
changes when the station numbers in
Fig. 1. Study area (light blue overlay) and stations near Chicago from Atlas 14,
Precipitation-Frequency Atlas of the United States, NOAA (Bonnin et al. 2006)
different regions, time periods and
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Table 1. Descriptions of the precipitation stations from NOAA’s Atlas 14
(Bonnin et al. 2006)
Station Region

11-0203
11-0442
11-2736
11-5326
11-9029
47-0696
47-1205
47-1667
47-2302
47-2869
47-3979
47-4174
47-4457
47-4482
47-6200
47-6922
47-8723
47-8937
47-9046
47-9190
47-9226
11-0338
11-2223
11-4530
11-4535
11-9010
11-9221
11-1542
11-1549
11-1552
11-1564
11-1567
11-1572
11-1577
11-2011
11-6616
12-3213
12-4008
12-6542
12-9570

53
53
53
53
53
53
53
53
53
53
53
53
53
53
53
53
53
53
53
53
53
54
54
54
54
54
54
55
55
55
55
55
55
55
55
55
55
55
55
55

Longitude Latitude
(°W)
(°N)
88.0994
88.1639
88.2861
88.6469
87.8828
89.0311
88.2544
88.8753
88.5167
88.8589
89.0167
87.8156
88.4347
88.9117
88.5036
87.7861
88.0336
88.2492
88.0017
88.7247
88.5333
88.3092
88.7756
88.1028
88.1667
88.7561
88.0728
87.7500
87.9336
87.6333
87.5500
87.7167
87.6000
87.7775
87.6222
87.6800
87.3833
87.2881
87.1833
87.4833

42.4811
42.1153
42.0628
42.2928
42.3492
42.5039
42.6506
42.5492
42.8667
42.9050
42.6667
42.5608
42.5936
43.0761
43.1003
42.7022
42.6903
43.0064
43.0175
42.8508
42.5833
41.7806
41.9342
41.5033
41.5000
41.7650
41.8128
41.9667
41.9950
41.7000
41.7500
41.9167
41.7833
41.7372
41.4492
41.4933
41.6167
41.5422
41.6167
41.6500

Elevation
(m)
228.6
266.7
232.6
248.4
213.4
237.7
228.9
292.6
274.3
243.8
232.0
182.9
257.9
259.7
260.9
181.4
222.5
253.0
220.4
266.7
271.0
201.2
266.1
165.5
181.1
240.8
207.3
198.1
200.6
200.9
185.9
182.9
181.1
189.0
202.4
216.4
182.9
195.1
185.9
189.0

Data period (mo/yr)
Start
End
07/1901
01/1963
02/1898
01/1887
01/1923
01/1893
01/1949
01/1950
07/1942
09/1941
01/1945
02/1944
04/1945
01/1892
01/1944
05/1896
06/1941
01/1893
01/1952
06/1941
04/1921
01/1888
01/1893
01/1939
01/1894
01/1943
01/1936
07/1948
07/1940
07/1948
07/1948
07/1948
01/1926
01/1942
01/1940
01/1940
06/1936
07/1919
01/1952
01/1910

lengths of the observation periods at precipitation
sites (Table 1), the reliability of clustering analysis
with observed precipitation data is limited.

2.2. Downscaled future at-site precipitation data
We use the downscaled precipitation data for precipitation sites in the study area. Specifically, downscaled precipitation data were used with the ARRM
for 40 precipitation stations around Chicago (A. M. K.
Stoner pers. comm.). Eight future cases are developed with 4 atmosphere−ocean general circulation

12/2000
12/2000
12/2000
12/1999
12/2000
12/2000
12/2000
12/2000
12/1993
12/2000
12/1986
12/2000
12/2000
12/2000
12/2000
12/2000
12/2000
12/2000
11/2000
12/2000
12/1957
12/2000
12/2000
12/2000
11/1974
12/1996
12/2000
12/1979
12/2000
12/1979
12/1979
12/1979
10/1994
12/2000
10/1998
12/2000
12/1978
12/1999
12/1988
12/1961
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models (AOGCMs) under 2 IPCC
Special Report on Emission Scenarios
(SRES) (Table 2). The details of the
ARRM and the future scenarios are
provided in Sections 2.2.1 and 2.2.2,
respectively.

2.2.1. ARRM

Stoner et al. (2013) developed the
ARRM, which builds on asynchronous
quantile regression to define a quantitative relationship between daily observed and simulated surface climate
variables that exhibit a symmetric distribution. The model emphasizes the
accurate resolution of the relationship
at the tails of the distribution. The
downscaling procedure includes several steps: (1) It separates the data into
12 vectors by month such that a separate statistical model can be built for
each month. (2) It fits a regression
function to the ranked values. Piecewise linear regression is used because
it provides consistent fitting while accounting for biases in the model values near the tails of the distribution.
(3) It uses the statistical regression
models that were constructed from
the observed and historical simulated
time series to downscale the future
projections. The resulting downscaled
values are rearranged in the original
order to retrieve the final product,
which is a continuous chronological
time series of the downscaled values.
This technique performs reasonably well for capturing severe precipitation and temperature events. The model has been
validated with observed precipitation and temperature data from stations across North America, and
has been demonstrated to improve the simulation
accuracy at the local scale, especially for extreme
conditions (Stoner et al. 2013, Janssen et al. 2014).
The ARRM analysis can be performed either at the
station level or on a latitude−longitude grid. Thus,
the ARRM-based datasets are particularly valuable
for hydrologists and water resource engineers who
are interested in estimating the return periods of
extreme precipitation for the design of water-related
infrastructure, such as dams and spillways.
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Table 2. Descriptions of the 8 cases used in this study. AOGCM: atmosphere−ocean general circulation model
Case

AOGCM
Atmospheric resolution

Reference

Community climate system model
version 3 (CCSM 3)

1.4° × 1.4°

Collins et al. (2006)

A1fi
B1

gfdl2.1.a1fi
gfdl2.1.b1

GFDL climate model
version 2.1 (GFDL-CM2.1)

2.0° × 2.5°

Delworth et al. (2006)

A1fi
B1

hadcm3.a1fi
hadcm3.b1

Hadley climate model
version 3 (HadCM3)

2.5° × 3.75°

Pope et al. (2000)

A1fi
B1

Parallel climate model (PCM)

2.81° × 2.81°

Maltrud et al. (1998)

A1fi
B1

Model
ccsm.a1fi
ccsm.b1

pcm.a1fi
pcm.b1

A number of recent studies (e.g. Eden et al. 2012,
Ehret et al. 2012, Maraun 2012, Wong et al. 2014) criticize bias correction methods such as ARRM. For example, Eden et al. (2012) note that bias correction methods only increase the agreement of climate model
outputs with observations in hindcasts and do not necessarily reduce the uncertainty in future predictions.
However, the use of downscaled data with ARRM
across North America has been validated (Stoner et al.
2013, Janssen et al. 2014). We therefore argue that the
quality of these data is acceptable for studying the sensitivity of regional groups in RFA under climate
change scenarios, while acknowledging that it may be
limited to some extent, and that other advanced downscaled approaches could be useful.

Scenario

increases in most cases, such as for ccsm.a1fi (an
increase of 0.465 mm decade−1; Fig. 2), cases such as
ccsm.b1 (an increase of 0.265 mm decade−1) and
hadcm3.b1 (an increase of 0.317 mm decade−1) do not
exhibit clear increases. The increase in the annual
precipitation ranges from 0.265 to 0.732 mm
decade−1, and the average increase for the 8 projections from 1960 to 2099 is 0.489 mm decade−1. As
expected, the annual maximum precipitation based
on the A1fi scenarios exhibits clear increases compared with the precipitation based on the B1 scenarios. Using 4 models, the average regression slopes for
the A1fi and B1 scenarios are 0.529 and 0.448 mm
decade−1, respectively.

2.2.2. Climate change scenarios
The downscaling processes are applied to 8
cases from 4 global models (Table 2) under 2 future emissions scenarios, which were obtained
from Stoner et al. (2013). The historical AOGCM
simulations correspond to the 20th century climate in coupled models (20C3M), and the SRES
higher (A1fi) and lower (B1) emission scenarios
are used for the future climate scenarios. These 2
emission scenarios assume that atmospheric CO2
concentrations reach approximately 550 ppm
(B1) and 990 ppm (A1fi) by 2100. These levels are
much greater than the preindustrial level of CO2
of approximately 280 ppm and the current concentration of 400 ppm. The A1fi scenario assumes
continued heavy use of fossil fuels through 2100,
whereas the B1 scenario assumes a rapid movement away from fossil fuels by mid-century.
As an example, Fig. 2 shows the annual maximum daily precipitations from 2 projections
(ccsm.a1fi and ccsm.b1). Although the annual
maximum of the daily maximum precipitation

Fig. 2. Projected data from the asynchronous regional regression model (ARRM) downscaling model for scenarios (a)
ccsm.a1fi and (b) ccsm.b1. Gray lines: time series of the annual
daily maximum precipitation at each site; red line: regionaveraged (or 40-station averaged) annual daily maximum
precipitation; blue line: trend from 1960 to 2099

Um et al.: Projected regional clustering of precipitation stations around Chicago
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of clusters; j = 1, … , C; i = 1, … , N; and N is the
number of data.
Step 2. Calculate the fuzzy cluster center for the jth
cluster:
N
∑ umx j N
ν j = i =1 ij
(2)
∑ i =1uijm
where m(∈[1, ∞]) is the fuzziness index and x is the
data.
Step 3. Compute the cost function:
N C

J (u,ν) = ∑∑ (uij )m (dij )2

(3)

i =1 j =1

Fig. 3. Division of time periods for (a) control case, (b) Case 1
and (c) Case 2 from 1960 to 2099

To evaluate how the region definitions in RFA
would change with climate change scenarios, we
arbitrarily divide the entire study period of 1960−
2099 into four 35 yr periods: S1 (1960−1994), S2
(1995−2029), S3 (2030−2064) and S4 (2065−2099). In
addition, to perform the clustering analysis with this
set of periods (Control Case), we also evaluate the
effects of other sets of periods: Case 1 has shorter
time periods than Control Case, with seven 20 yr
periods (1960−1979, 1980−1999, etc.), and Case 2 has
longer time periods than Control Case, with periods
S1 (1960−1995), S2 (1960−2030), S3 (1960−2065) and
S4 (1960−2099) (Fig. 3).

2.3. Fuzzy c-means for clustering
Data clustering is the process of dividing data elements into clusters such that the items of a cluster are
as similar as possible and the items in different clusters are as dissimilar as possible. Depending on the
nature of the data and the purpose for which the clustering is being used, different measures of similarity
may be used to place items into clusters (Elena 2013).
Of the many existing clustering methods, such as the
k-nearest neighbor method, the Ward method, the
hierarchical method and the fuzzy c-means method,
fuzzy c-means clustering is used in this study because it has been successfully applied to cluster climate data (DeGaetano 2001, Sarma & Hazarika
2014). The following steps are used in fuzzy c-means
clustering to determine the data clusters.
Step 1. Initialize the membership matrix with random values between 0 and 1:
C

∑uij = 1.0
i

(1)

where u is the membership matrix; C is the number

where J is the cost function and dij = ||xi – νj ||.
Step 4. Compute a new membership matrix:

(

C
d
⎛
uij = ⎜ ∑ ij d
kj
⎝ k =1

)

2

m −1 ⎞

−1

⎟⎠

(4)

where 1 ≤ k ≤ C .
Step 5. Repeat Steps 1 to 4 until the error
(Δ = utij+1 − utij ) , with t as the iteration step, is acceptably small.

2.4. L-moments and heterogeneity measure for RFA
L-moment statistics are employed to evaluate the
climate characteristics in the grouped regions. The
sampling properties of the L-moment are nearly
unbiased even in small samples and are nearly normally distributed. The sample probability-weighted
moments estimated from the data (x1:n) in increasing
rth order from 1 to n are as follows:
n

β0 = n −1 ∑x j

(5)

j =1

β r = n −1

n

∑

j = r +1

( j − 1)( j − 2)…( j − r )

(6)

(n − 1)(n − 2)…(n − 3) x j

where n is the number of data.
L-moments are linear combinations of the probability-weighted moments that provide estimates of
the location, dispersion and shape of the data (Hosking & Wallis 1997). The L-moments are defined as
follows:
(7)
l1 = β0
l2 = 2β1 – β0

(8)

l3 = 6β2 – 6β1 + β0

(9)

l4 = 20β3 – 30β2 + 12β1 + β0

(10)

The first L-moment (l1, Eq. 7) is the sample mean,
which is a measure of the location, and the second Lmoment (Eq. 8) is a measure of the dispersion of the
data values. The coefficient of variation of the L-
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moment, L-CV, which has a value between 0 and 1, is
defined by:
(11)
t = l2 l
1
L-moment ratios are estimated by dividing higherorder L-moments by the dispersion measure. The Lskewness is defined as t3 = l3 /l2, and the L-kurtosis is
defined as t4 = l4 /l2. These values are dimensionless
quantities that range between −1 and +1.
The heterogeneity measure (H) determined from
the L-moments (Hosking &Wallis 1997) is used to test
whether a region of interest is homogeneous. After
fitting a kappa distribution to the regional average Lmoment ratios, the estimated kappa distribution is
applied to generate 500 homogeneous regions. The
heterogeneity measure is estimated by
H = (V – μV)/σV

(12)

where μV is the mean of V, and σV is the standard
deviation of V. For a sample and a simulated region,
V is estimated as
V =

{

N

N

i =1

i =1

∑ni [t (i ) − t R ]2 / ∑ni

}

1/2

(13)

where N is the number of sites, ni is the record length
at site i, t (i) is the L-CV at site i and t R is the regional
average L-CV. Hosking & Wallis (1997) suggested
that a region can be regarded as acceptably homogeneous if H < 1, possibly homogeneous if 1 ≤ H < 2 and
definitely heterogeneous if H ≥ 2.

3. RESULTS
3.1. Clustering of climate regions
The fuzzy c-means clustering method is used to
assess the changes in the regional groups of precipitation stations with the 8 climate change cases (4
models and 2 future climate scenarios) divided into 4
periods (S1, S2, S3 and S4). In this analysis, we considered 4 climate-related factors: annual maximum
monthly precipitation, annual precipitation and location (longitude and latitude). For simplicity, we assume that the number of clusters of precipitation stations is fixed at 3, which is the same number of
clusters as in the NOAA Atlas 14 (Bonnin et al. 2006).
Fig. 4 shows the results of clustering the 40 stations
into 3 regions for periods S1 through S4 for the
ccsm.a1fi scenario. The 3 clusters are roughly divided by longitude, but such patterns generally become less clear in the future periods. A comparison of
the clusters in S1 and S2 clearly demonstrates tempo-

Fig. 4. Fuzzy c-means analysis distinguishing climate regions for scenario ccsm.a1fi

Um et al.: Projected regional clustering of precipitation stations around Chicago
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Fig. 5. Movement of cluster centroids by period for (a) ccsm.a1fi, (b) ccsm.b1, (c) gfdl2.1.a1fi, (d) gfdl2.1.b1, (e) hadcm3.a1fi,
(f) hadcm3.b1, (g) pcm.a1fi and (h) pcm.b1. Blue: Cluster 1; green: Cluster 2; red: Cluster 3. Periods S1 to S4 (see Fig. 3a) are
numbered
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different clusters for different time periods. Comparing Case 1 with Control Case reveals that the
changes in centroid locations in Control Case are not
an artifact, suggesting the potential generalizability
of our findings. Comparing Control Case with Case 2
reveals that Case 2 shows a relatively small change
in cluster locations because the time periods of Case
2 are overlapping (Fig. 6a).

3.2. Monthly maximum and annual precipitation
Based on the results of the clustering analysis, we
investigate the averages of the monthly maximum
precipitation for the different clusters, periods and
scenarios. The averages of the monthly maximum
precipitation do not exhibit any discernible patterns
in the different clusters (Fig. 7). The averages increase to some extent from periods S1 to S4, particularly for Cluster 3 in most of the A1Fi scenarios (i.e.
CCSM, HadCM3 and PCM). In addition, the temporal changes in the maximum precipitation are less in
the B1 scenarios than in the A1fi scenarios.
The averages of the annual precipitation for different clusters, periods and scenarios are also examined
(Figs. 8 & 9). The annual precipitation increases from
S1 to S4, and the increases in the annual precipitation are most evident for Cluster 3 (Fig. 8). These patterns differ across the periods and clusters. The
ccsm.a1fi case demonstrates the pattern most clearly,
whereas the hadcm3.b1 case exhibits the most ambiguous pattern. Fig. 9 shows the averages of the
annual precipitation for each period. The range of
the average annual precipitation for each cluster
increases from S1 to S4. The average annual precipitation ranges from 820 to 950 mm in all cases in
period S1 and from 845 to 1142 mm in period S4.
Fig. 6. Movement of cluster centroids for different sets of
time periods in ccsm.a1fi for (a) Control Case, (b) Case 1 and
(c) Case 2. Periods are numbered as in Fig. 3

3.3. Statistics for RFA

ral changes in the clusters. The centroids of the 3 climate regions change from S1 to S4, with different
magnitudes in the different scenarios (Fig. 5).
Smaller temporal changes in the centroids occur in
the B1 scenarios than in the A1fi scenarios. These
findings suggest that one cannot assume the same
climate regions for past and future precipitation data
(Yang et al. 2012, 2013).
Furthermore, to understand the robustness of our
findings, we perform additional clustering analyses
with different sets of time periods, as described in
Section 2.2. Fig. 6 shows the locations of centroids in

For the clustered regions, we evaluate the Lmoments and the heterogeneity measure (H) for RFA
(Hosking & Wallis 1997). The L-moments of the annual maximum daily precipitation are analyzed for 3
clusters, 4 periods and 8 scenarios. Fig. 10 shows
these results for ccsm.a1fi. Whereas the mean values
increase from S1 to S4 in all scenarios, no clear temporal trends in L-CV, L-skewness and L-kurtosis are
presented. The variations in the L-statistics decrease
from Cluster 3 to Clusters 2 and 1.
We also compared the heterogeneity of the region
(i.e. H) for the climate regions based on S1 (i.e. a

Um et al.: Projected regional clustering of precipitation stations around Chicago
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Fig. 7. Variations in the average monthly maximum precipitation (AMMP) in the 3 clusters for (a) ccsm.a1fi, (b) ccsm.b1, (c)
gfdl2.1.a1fi, (d) gfdl2.1.b1, (e) hadcm3.a1fi, (f) hadcm3.b1, (g) pcm.a1fi and (h) pcm.b1. Periods S1 to S4 are indicated by light
to dark colors, respectively
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Fig. 8. Variations in the average annual precipitation (AAP) for the 3 clusters for (a) ccsm.a1fi, (b) ccsm.b1, (c) gfdl2.1.a1fi,
(d) gfdl2.1.b1, (e) hadcm3.a1fi, (f) hadcm3.b1, (g) pcm.a1fi and (h) pcm.b1. Periods S1 to S4 are indicated by light to dark
colors, respectively

Um et al.: Projected regional clustering of precipitation stations around Chicago
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Fig. 9. Variations in the average annual precipitation (AAP) of the 8 projections by period. In each box, the central red line
denotes the median, the blue edges of the box represent the 25th and 75th percentiles, and the whiskers extend to the
maximum and minimum AAP

Fig. 10. Histograms of the (a) mean, (b) L-coefficient of variation, (c) L-skewness and (d) L-kurtosis at the sites for different
periods and clusters in ccsm.a1fi
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and B1 scenarios. We determine how
the regional clustering could vary
over time and how such variations are
related to the characteristics of the
maximum precipitation (i.e. its magnitude) and the RFA statistics, such as
the L-moments and heterogeneity
measure.
In the 40 stations around Chicago,
the clustering of the precipitation stations changed by variable amounts.
The locations of the centroids of the
clusters from the fuzzy c-means
analysis changed more in the A1fi
scenarios than in the B1 scenarios.
The precipitation characteristics,
such as the averages of the monthly
maximum and annual precipitation
and the L-moments of the annual
maximum daily precipitation, varied
across the time periods and regional
clusters. The heterogeneity of the stations decreased when changes in the
Fig. 11. Statistics of the heterogeneity measure for the 8 scenarios for the clusclustering of the climate regions were
ters (left) and periods (right). H: heterogeneity measure; FCR: fixed climate
considered compared with when the
regions with the S1 cluster; VCR: varying climate regions
existing clustering based on the historical simulation data was retained.
fixed climate region [FCR]) with those for the climate
These results illustrate the need to consider
regions that vary from S1 to S4 (i.e. a varying climate
changes in the regional clustering of precipitation
region [VCR]). As can be observed from Fig. 11, the
stations in RFA. This consideration would be particunumber of stations with H values <1 increases by 2
larly useful for the design of water-related infrastrucand 3 in Clusters 2 and 3, respectively, and remains
ture in response to climate change. Although this
the same for Cluster 1 when the changes in the
study focused on how clustering would change and
regional clusters are considered (VCR). The number
influence the statistics relevant to RFA of precipitaof stations in the partially heterogeneous region detion, the effect on the RFA performance should be
creases by 3 in Clusters 1 to 3. Similar increases and
studied in the future.
decreases are found for the different periods (S2, S3
Our findings are limited to some extent. First, we
and S4). One can conclude that VCR performs better
focus on the frequency analysis of extreme precipitathan FCR based on the number of homogeneous station, for which future projections are uncertain. Howtions in the region.
ever, this limitation is inherent to any frequency
analysis of extreme precipitation. Second, we use the
downscaled data with ARRM. As stated previously,
4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
bias correction methods are limited in that they
increase the agreement of climate model outputs
This study has examined whether the regional
with observations in hindcasts but obscure rather
clustering of precipitation stations in the Chicago
than reduce the uncertainty for future predictions
area would change in the future. Based on statisti(Ehret et al. 2012). Given the validation of ARRM
cally downscaled climate scenarios yielded by the
data across North America by Stoner et al. (2013) and
ARRM, which focuses on accurately resolving the
Janssen et al. (2014), we consider the quality of these
tails of the probability distributions of climate data
data acceptable for studying the sensitivity of
and thus improves simulations of extreme climates,
regional groups in RFA under climate change scenarwe analyze 8 climate change cases from GCM simuios, although some of the cluster changes could be an
lations (using 4 models) based on the IPCC SRES A1fi
artifact of the ARRM. Issues that were not within the
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Löster T, Pavelka T (eds) Proc 7th Int Days Stat Econ,
focus of the present research but suggested for future
Prague, 19−21 September 2013. Melandrium, Slaný,
studies include the effects of downscaling methods
p 905−914
and clustering analysis techniques on the clusters.
➤ Gabriele S, Chiaravalloti F (2013) Using the meteorological
Finally, although the analyses here are performed
information for the regional rainfall frequency analysis:
an application to Sicily. Water Resour Manage 27:
with future predictions based on 8 different SRES
1721−1735
scenarios for regions around Chicago, future studies
Hosking JRM, Wallis JR (1997) Regional frequency analysis.
could be performed using recent scenarios based on
An approach based on L-moment. Cambridge University
the IPCC representative concentration pathways for
Press, Cambridge
larger regions such as the contiguous USA.
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